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About This Content

Sports Outfit Pack is a set of stylish sporty outfits and accessories to accentuate your brand new Sports Edition fishing tackle!
Featuring cool and energetic blak’n’white design, these chic and comfortable SportFishing Series goodies aren’t just a treat for
the eyes, but will also provide secure and practical storage for your favorite fishing tackle! Make sure to get the Sports Outfit

Pack to add more drive and competitive spirit to your angling. And may the force of the angling Champions be with you!

Sports Outfit Pack includes:
* 10 Storage Slots

* Garry Scott™ SportFishing Cap
This sports series fishing cap will keep your head ventilated and dry while providing storage for up to 4 lures or baits!

* Garry Scott™ SportFishing Jacket
A cool and stylish sportfishing jacket from Garry Scott with trendy branded logos as well as storage space for 12 lures or baits

and 3 fishing lines!

* Garry Scott™ SportFishing Rod Cass
An ultra durable sports edition black-n-white rod case from Garry Scott will snugly fit up to 5 rods and 5 reels!
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* Garry Scott™ SportFishing BackPack
This stylish sports edition black-n-white backpack provides storage for up to 7 lines and 50 lures or baits!
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Title: Sport Outfit Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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sport pack clothing

Played just the time to understand I didn't know what I was doing - literally. I also published a "first look" video in the
community hub with my gameplay and a silly meme at the end of it to explain my feelings - no intentions to just speak ill of the
game, but still a negative vibe for me.

Yesterday my vid was banned and today I know (by Steam support), it was on game's dev, not an actual Steam mod and they
cannot deal with it - I should contact developers. Since I already have been in a similar situation not long ago and since this is the
discussion forum's status ( https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/3jRYvG6.jpg ) and video hub status ( https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/o1mMc88.jpg ) as
today, I won't bother with that.

I know this feels like a revenge review but I hope I still have the right to speak my mind. Banned video: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=As-trY71Rk0. This game is pretty cool in concept and I enjoy the class system but buy it
from SBM or get it in a bundle because you won't get much out of it. You'll be lucky to find anyone ever playing. There are
groups that schedule events for matches but due to life a lot of poeple can only join up for a good game or two before there are
so few people you can't play. I like it but online only is like wtf. Once you play it you'll see why it probably doesnt have AI, you
can't fly and fight at the same time, you just can't. I fell out of the sky constantly just trying to use the airships cannons. So I just
stuck to flying mostly, gliders are sweet and such. I only paid $1.35 for this on SBM but... but it sucks.. Lezzo

6/10. Bad game.
It's good for trading cards. Too scary to play. At start there is dark, some guy on toilet. And dark. Nope :D. Well it isnt bad
game. Interesting concept but gameplay is too shallow and short. Geting all achievements took me under an hour and it wasnt
fun.. I love watching people who are nerds that get paid playing a game. 10/10 would watch again and cry every time.. Bought it
for 75% off. But it´s not what I thougt it is.
Just not my kind of game.. Great sidescroller! Love the mechanics, controls are responsive and smooth. The theme is great.
Every patch I've seen sice I've bought it has added new stuff. I recommanded to anybody who likes classics sidescrollers.. It's so
cute!
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There is a random game-breaking bug where you come into a system and it says you are under attack. However there are no
enemies anywhere on the screen and you are not allowed to move from that location. So far I have died once to enemies and 4
times due to this bug. Fix the bug and I will change my review, otherwise I can't recomend this game.. boring. not recommeded..
This game is amazing. Great story which is sadly on the short side. However the game is completely free, so no reason to
complain about that.

I hope they will create a longer game like this and I will gladly pay for it.
I recommend any to play this game, seeing as it's free there is really no reason not to!. I honestly thought that this was gonna be
a bad game, but against my gut feeling, I purchased it, and surprise surprise, It's actually really good. Could use a lot of work on
animations, but what it's got going for it is that you'll be scared \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 during
it. I imagine this is how soldiers in vietnam felt when someone shot at them, but they couldnt see them because of all the
vegetation.. My first launch of the game lasted 3.5 hours (ooppss past the refund time) and that was just one stretch of a game.
That could be a sign of the easy learning curve of the game, considering such a bad gamer as myself. The game accused to be
"too random" by most of the users and I guess that's the whole point of this "secret agent headmaster role-play". The decisions
you make are based on those unknowns, are the game is about to reveal these unknowns as much and as fast as you can. I do not
regret the price I paid for an early access game.

PROS
+ Niche game
+ Nice music
+ Simple controls
+ Atmosphere

CONS
- More content (characters, countries, relations, technologies, events etc.) needed
- The game is quite demanding on system resources although there are no fancy animations or such

What would be awesome to see:
- Animated character profiles (when they are in hospital, when they are hacking, when they fail, some permanent scars, mood in
the diplomacy/interrogation screen)
- Proactive interaction with organizations/influence groups/armed groups
- Multiplayer!!!. brb looking for the keynotes of the piano bgm~. This game has great potential, but right now it's unplayable.
Servers are dead i mean zero ppl playing. This game need big patch.. developers need speed up, because game market is full of
games with survival theme.

PROS
✔building
✔medival
✔rpg type
✔mat grinding
✔graphic style
✔puzzles
✔online/coop/single

CONS
✘bugs
✘more bugs
✘more survival
✘combat
✘skill tree
✘character costum.
✘decoration
✘limited place to build
✘dead world (more NPC)
✘more crafts
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✘more building
✘more items
✘more enemies
✘better spawn resources
✘unpleasant illogical things

I know.. its early access, but as i said game market is full of games like this one.

RIGHT NOW, I DONT RECCOMEND THIS GAME. SAVE MONEY AND WAIT!. starts like a hapy fun game but the
becomes a depresing fun game but still fun 10/10 hope the creator updates it make a triquel or makes a tottaly new one and is a
good idea too revisit level 100 when you beat it. I wish somebody out there can tell me why the heck this game will not even
start , much less run!! The cursor will not
move from the get go and the keyboard is useless also with one exception . I can press P which is for pause , instead I
at least get a picture inside the ship. Isn't there a patch somewhere? I have tried to contact steam, valve and the maker
this game with no replys or results. I never heard of a company the will not reply to emails or have a phone contact number.
And no , even if they did or do, I am not paying for support when it is there fault. All my other games play just fine and
are a lot more demanding than this one.
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